
In living systems, regeneration occurs at all levels –

molecules are synthesized and destroyed; damaged tissues

are rejuvenated and restored; some cells die, but others

emerge [1]. Continuous regeneration ensures physiologi-

cal rejuvenation that maintains the correspondence

between a body and its structure adopted during the evo-

lution, whereas renewal at the molecular level is necessary

for sustained intra-tissue interactions and regulation of

ongoing processes therein.

Humans are inferior to many other multicellular

organisms by their potential for reparative (i.e., post-

injury) regeneration; nevertheless, the processes of tissue

renewal proceed in the human body over the entire life-

span at a remarkable scale. Almost all cells exist for a cer-

tain period of time culminated by the programmed cell

death. Dead cells are replaced for a limited number of

times with newly emerging cells of the same type, which

underlies tissue homeostasis (stability of cell composi-

tion) [2, 3]. In adult human organism, ~1% mature eryth-

rocytes are replaced every day, i.e., 1011 red blood cells are
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tor systems. In a separate section, we discussed practical approaches for activating regeneration using small molecules and
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destroyed, and the same number of these cells emerge

every 24 h; 2 to 3 million new erythrocytes exit each sec-

ond from the bone marrow [4]. Continuous cell renewal

occurs at varying rates in the skin, adipose tissue, all

parenchymal and hollow organs, heart, and nervous sys-

tem. The death and emergence of new cells might be

compared to the direct and reverse reactions with con-

stants changing at different timepoints of life, as well as in

cases of injury or disease [5].

Here, we should mention the classic work Principles

of Regeneration by Richard J. Goss, in which he brilliant-

ly noticed: “If there were no regeneration there could be

no life. If everything regenerated there would be no death.

All organisms exist between these two extremes” [1].

Another successful analogy belongs to David L.

Stocum: “As individuals, we use regeneration to locally

reverse the second law of thermodynamics for a short

time, a struggle we ultimately lose, but one that we win as

a species over a longer span of time through reproduc-

tion” [6].

As noted above, mammals are inferior in their poten-

tial to regenerate compared to other vertebrates, e.g.,

tailed amphibians or fish that can grow limbs or even

internal organs many times.

The first question that emerged after looking at such

examples was: “How do they do it”? The answer to this

question was proposed by the fundamental studies on ani-

mal regeneration that have been carried out from the

middle of XIX century. The idea that deciphering regen-

eration mechanisms in species capable of it might help to

understand how similar process could be triggered in

humans seemed quite logical [7] and led to the discovery

of cellular, molecular, and genetic principles underlying

this phenomenon by using appropriate living objects.

Investigating vertebrates with remarkable regeneration

potential has answered the question of “how”, but not

another critical question: “Why do some species lack such

capacities”? [8].

The answer to the second question might be found in

comparative studies of two closely related species, one of

which is able to regenerate limbs or organs (species A),

whereas the other one heals injuries by forming stumps or

scars (species B). Such comparison might not only allow

to understand the events driving regeneration in species A,

but also to elucidate what blocks regeneration in species B,

e.g., what regulatory system or signaling axis had been lost

or dramatically changed after the two taxa diverged.

Such approach was partially implemented in the

studies on wound healing in mammalian embryos capable

of full regeneration, while adult individuals of the same

species form scars at the site of injury [9, 10]. These stud-

ies have had a great impact on our understanding of the

regeneration potential in mammals, although they have

suffered from the common drawbacks. In particular, a

growing organism at the embryonic and fetal stages is

characterized by an incomplete tissue and organ develop-

ment, specific hematopoiesis, and immature immune

system. It is surrounded by the water environment and

exists in the hypoxic state [11, 12].

In utero, fetal cells and DNA are protected from the

damaging effects of reactive oxygen species and radiation.

Considering the scale of organismal remodeling, birth, to

some extent, can be compared to event when first animals

moved from water to land, except that newborns spend

only few first days of life for adaptation instead of millions

of years. Because of the exposure to atmospheric oxygen,

an organism after birth experiences a tremendous stress

while adapting to a new level of tissue oxygenation [13,

14]. Within the first week of life, this causes an avalanche

of epigenetic modifications that affect expression of hun-

dreds of genes encoding various proteins and small regu-

latory RNAs [15, 16], which is considered as one of the

reasons for significantly reduced regenerative potential in

humans and land mammals [16]. Based on this notion,

reasonable doubts have been put forward as whether com-

paring regeneration efficiency in embryos and adult indi-

viduals is relevant and can produce breakthrough data.

REPARATIVE REGENERATION IN HUMAN,

ITS NATURE AND MAJOR CELL-BASED

MECHANISMS 

The origin of regenerative capacity in species has

always been envisioned from two evolutionary perspec-

tives. The first one considers limb and organ regeneration

as an adaptive feature, which some species have been able

to develop. Retaining this feature requires selective pres-

sure, e.g., attacks by natural predators or injury by multi-

ple external factors. However, a chance for survival of an

individual that had lost its body part is extremely low.

Even if we accept that the capacity to grow back fins in

fish or tail in lizards has emerged as an adaptation after

attacks by natural predators, it is more difficult to justify

the adaptive origin of regeneration of internal organs

(heart, pancreas, or liver). The damage to these organs

almost inevitably results in death that would hardly pro-

vide an opportunity for retaining any new trait [17].

Instead, the more realistic and broadly accepted view-

point is that regeneration is a residual trait, i.e., a specif-

ic response established during intrauterine development

that had been evolutionarily lost in mammals but

remained in amphibians and reptiles [18].

The discoveries in the regenerative biology in the late

XX century have laid the foundation for a new field called

regenerative medicine. However, further progression of

regenerative medicine took place in isolation from the

classical research directions in biology, which resulted in

its shift toward accelerated translational studies without

full understanding of fundamental basics behind regener-

ation and organism development. The majority of meth-

ods for promoting regeneration in humans are based on
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the transplantation of cultured cells or tissue-engineered

constructs [19]. Over the last decades, the focus of these

studies has been mostly on applied and technological

solutions without proper attention to the fundamental

principles behind the functioning of systems controlling

human regeneration.

Reparative regeneration in humans occurs via a

number of diverse mechanisms (Fig. 1).

Differentiation of stem cells (SCs). A pool of tissue-

specific (resident) SCs capable of self-renewal (division

without losing undifferentiated state) and differentiation

into specialized lineage-restricted cell types is preserved

and maintained postnatally in the majority of body tissues

[20]. Together with mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs),

SCs ensure tissue homeostasis and physiological tissue

renewal, as well as play a key role in regeneration after

injuries [21]. Moreover, MSCs maintain SCs [22] by cre-

ating a specific environment (niche) around them [21].

Proliferation of differentiated cells. Cell division has

been considered as the main mechanism of tissue regen-

eration since formulation of the concepts of the unified

cell theory [23]. Later, it was found that the proliferative

potential of actively renewing tissues (mucosa, liver, skin)

may be insufficient for maintaining tissue structural sta-

bility because of the Hayflick limit and age-related

decline in cell proliferation [24, 25]. Moreover, multiple

proliferation rounds are accompanied by accumulation of

errors and changes in the cell differentiation state, which

underlies development of regenerative diseases and can-

cer [26]. Therefore, cell proliferation plays a pivotal role

in regeneration, but from a long-term perspective, its

opportunities are limited.

Transitory dedifferentiation. In low-plasticity tissues,

some of the new cells during regeneration emerge via

transitory dedifferentiation. Mature maternal cell gives

rise to two daughter cells bearing similar phenotype and

functional potential by progressing via the dedifferentiat-

ed state with a high degree of plasticity. Damaged cells

undergo epigenetic modifications that allow their tempo-

rary return to a less specialized state, in which they can

divide with the formation of cells that undergo redifferen-

tiation and replace dead cells [27]. This mechanism was

described for the regeneration in some human exocrine

glands, e.g., salivary gland and pancreas [28, 29].

Fig. 1. Major mechanisms of human reparative regeneration (see the text for more detail); P, proliferation; Dediff, dedifferentiation; Diff, dif-

ferentiation.
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Direct transdifferentiation is conversion of mature

cell of one type into another cell type without returning

into the low-differentiated state associated with signifi-

cant changes in the cell potency. The reprogramming

occurs upon activation of specific transcription factors

usually expressed during embryogenesis (Oct-4, Klf-4,

Nanog, etc.), as well as in response to regulatory (micro-

and long noncoding) RNAs [30]. It allows the cell to skip

the pluripotency state (that poses a threat due to the pos-

sibility of carcinogenesis) and to convert into another

specialized cell type [31]. Regeneration via direct trans-

differentiation occurs in humans after injury in the islets

of Langerhans [32, 33] and hepatic bile ducts [34, 35].

Regeneration and repair processes proceed for signif-

icant periods of time and are regulated by hormones,

growth factors (GFs), cytokines, various classes of RNAs,

etc. [36-38]. Below, we discuss regulatory systems affecting

tissue regeneration and renewal and some of their features

critical from the biochemical and medical viewpoints.

REGULATION OF RENEWAL

AND REGENERATION IN HUMANS

Neuroendocrine regulation of renewal and regenera-

tion. The functions of all body cells are governed by the

neuroendocrine system that involves regulation by neuro-

transmitters and hormones differing in the timing and

duration of the response. The nervous system is charac-

terized by a rapid, almost instant, response induced by

neurotransmitters released into the synaptic cleft (acetyl-

choline, serotonin, norepinephrine, etc.). Their cognate

receptors are ionotropic ligand-gated transmembrane ion

channels [39, 40]. Activation of these channels causes

changes in the membrane polarization, and the response

is triggered and quenched in a fraction of a second, there-

by providing an extremely rapid regulatory circuit under-

lying multiple reflexes (including those necessary for the

survival in the emergency settings) [41].

In contrast, the effects of hormones last for longer

time intervals (minutes, hours) and are mediated by the

membrane-bound and intracellular receptors located in

the cytosol, organelle membranes, and nucleus.

Hormonal regulation is not an “on/off” system, but rather

resembles a rheostat mechanism guided by a number of

different cell membrane receptors recognizing the same

hormone (Fig. 2a). For instance, the adrenergic system

includes simultaneously expressed transmembrane β- and

α-adrenergic receptors coupled to the Gs- and Gi-proteins

that regulate adenylate kinase activity and intracellular

Ca2+ ion concentration in opposite directions [42].

Many intracellular processes (e.g., trafficking, syn-

thesis and degradation of fatty acids and polysaccharides)

are Ca2+-driven. These processes cannot proceed via the

“all-or-nothing” mechanism or based on relatively low-

range fluctuations of cytosolic Ca2+, but rather depend on

the broadly varying frequency of Ca2+ oscillations, which

ensures gradual stepwise regulation of Ca2+-dependent

intracellular events [43].

Hence, compared to neurotransmitters affecting

membrane polarization, hormones act via cognate recep-

tors by activating secondary messenger systems (cAMP,

cGMP, DAG, Ca2+, etc.). Secondary messengers mediate

signaling by triggering pathways for protein chemical

modification (phosphorylation, ribosylation, acetylation,

etc.) [44] and govern metabolic events, i.e., hormone

receptors are metabotropic.

This type of interactions is characterized by receptor

desensitization aimed at the cell protection against pro-

longed hormone action. In particular, long-lasting hor-

mone binding (for more than 8-10 min) results in the

receptor phosphorylation by the ligand-dependent pro-

tein kinase causing decrease in the receptor affinity for

the ligand [45]. Extremely long (within hours) receptor

stimulation initiates endocytosis resulting in the receptor

downregulation (up to the receptor degradation in the

lysosomes) [46]. This limits the time of hormone action

down to minutes and, in some rare cases, to hours.

Lipophilic steroid hormones and thyroid hormones

can cross the cell membrane into the cytosol, where they

interact with the intracellular receptors and translocate to

the nucleus, which prolongs their action in the cell. The

hormone–receptor complex can bind to the chromatin

and regulate gene expression, resulting in large-scale

long-term changes in the cell phenotype [47, 48].

Our studies on the mechanisms of single-cell hor-

mone regulation have demonstrated that hormone cas-

cades are essential for the functioning of MSCs involved

in tissue homeostasis and injury-induced regeneration

[49-51]. In particular, we found that although the major-

ity of MSCs express a broad range of hormone and neu-

rotransmitter receptors, only a small portion of them (~5-

7% of the total population) are able to respond to hor-

mone stimulation by activating Ca2+ signaling, i.e., con-

tain necessary intracellular signaling machinery.

Moreover, a one-time exposure to the hormone results in

a sharp increase in the percentage of cells able to respond

to this hormone upon repeated exposure [51]. This sug-

gested the triggering role of the subset of hormone-sensi-

tive MSCs presumably producing biological cues that act

in a paracrine manner on surrounding MSCs and aug-

ment their sensitivity to the agonist. The sensitivity of tar-

get cells can increase via increase in the membrane recep-

tor density or upregulated expression of genes encoding

intracellular signaling proteins.

We also demonstrated that a single-dose stimulation

of β-adrenergic receptors in MSCs triggered a switch in the

intracellular signaling from cAMP-dependent to Ca2+-

driven (i.e., temporally postponed activation of the cascade

initially coupled to the activated α1-adrenergic receptors,

rather than caused receptor desensitization due to the

excessive stimulation). This observation exemplifies the so-
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Fig. 2. Signaling pathways triggered by hormones, GFs, and interleukins. a) A hormone may activate different signaling cascades depending

on the receptor type. An agonist (adrenalin) acts via one out of the three specific receptors that transduce signals through different G-pro-

teins, adenylate kinase system, and phosphoinositide metabolism. ADCY, adenylate cyclase; PLC, phospholipase C; PIP2, phosphatidylino-

sitol 4,5-bisphosphate; cAMP, cyclic adenosine monophosphate; IP3, inositol 1,4,5-triphosphate; ER, endoplasmic reticulum; DAG, diacyl-

glycerol; CaM, calmodulin; PK, protein kinase; PDE, phosphodiesterase. b) Activation with growth factor and cytokines results in the li-

gand-dependent receptor oligomerization and autophosphorylation at tyrosine residues. Phosphotyrosines serve as a binding site for adaptor

proteins and signaling molecules resulting in the assembly of signaling platform enabling signal transduction without secondary messengers.

Y-P, phosphotyrosines; ATF-2, c-MYC, c-FOS, and c-JUN, transcription factors; MAPK, mitogen-activated protein kinase; STAT, signal

transducer and activator of transcription; Jak, Janus kinase; α, β, γ, cytokine receptor subunits; IL-2, interleukin-2; PDGF, platelet-derived

growth factor; SYP, synaptophysin; GAP, GTPase-activating protein; NCK, Nck adapter protein; PI3K, phosphoinositide 3-kinase; Sch, Sch

protein; Grb2, growth factor receptor-bound protein 2; Src, proto-oncogene tyrosine-protein kinase Src; Raf-1 (MAPKKK), Raf-1 proto-

oncogene serine/threonine-protein kinase (mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase kinase); MEK (MAPKK), mitogen-activated protein

kinase kinase; Ras, RAS GTPase; SOS, son of sevenless guanine nucleotide exchange factor (adapted from [41]).
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called heterologous sensitization, a unique mechanism for

regulating MSC-specific hormone sensitivity [50, 52].

Finally, we demonstrated that the sensitivity of SCs

to some hormones is associated with the heterogeneity of

their differentiation potential. In particular, adipose tis-

sue-derived MSCs were found to express all components

of the renin/angiotensin/aldosterone system (RAAS).

Expression of angiotensin II type 2 (AT2) receptor char-

acterized the MSC subset displaying an augmented

potential for adipocyte differentiation. These cells were

also able to produce angiotensin II that presumably acted

in the autocrine manner causing intracellular Ca2+ mobi-

lization. We also observed upregulated expression of

PPAR-γ and adiponectin (regulators of adipogenesis)

[49] followed by adipogenic differentiation of MSCs.

The data presented above illustrate the involvement

of neuroendocrine system and convincingly demonstrate

its importance for rapid regulation of migration and sensi-

tivity of a single cell at a particular moment of time.

However, the duration of neurotransmitter- and hor-

mone-related effects is remarkably shorter than the time-

frame necessary for the structure recovery in the reparative

regeneration lasting from several days to weeks. Another

factor that limits the role of hormone regulation through-

out the entire regenerative process is dynamically chang-

ing cell sensitivity (including both agonist-induced recep-

tor desensitization and switch in the signaling cascades).

Growth factors and cytokines as unique regulators of

renewal and regeneration with unique reception mecha-

nism. As early as in 1970s, it was demonstrated that expo-

sure to GFs and cytokines elicits more permanent (with-

in hours to days) effect on cell migration and differentia-

tion. This suggested that after a single exposure to these

proteins, cells begin to secrete other autocrine factors that

stimulate cell motility and differentiation [53, 54].

Moreover, GFs and cytokines also exhibit a prominent

mitogenic effect, which is absent in the known hormones

and could not be abrogated by existing inhibitors of

metabotropic receptor, thus indicating existence of other

signaling pathways activated by these ligands [55].

Cell sensitivity to GFs and cytokines is mediated by

specialized transmembrane proteins simultaneously

exhibiting receptor and enzyme activities. By now, ~60

proteins called receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs) have

been described that were classified into several families:

fibroblast growth factor receptors (FGFRs), PDGF

receptors (PDGFRs), VEGF receptors (VEGFRs), EGF

receptors (EGFRs), and insulin and insulin-like GF

receptors (IRs and IGF-1Rs) [56].

Despite certain structural differences, the majority of

these receptors undergo ligand-dependent receptor

dimerization followed by tyrosine autophosphorylation in

the intracellular RTK domain [56, 57], which induces

signal transduction (Fig. 2b).

It should be mentioned that some RTKs are able to

spontaneously dimerize in the absence of GF binding. For

instance, IR and IGF-1R are expressed on the cell surface

as the (αβ)2 dimers linked by disulfide bonds and exhibit

tyrosine kinase activity only after activation with the corre-

sponding ligands. Similar behavior was also described for

EGFR, Tie-2 (angiopoietin receptor), and some ephrin

receptors that were found to assemble into large oligomers

consisting of several dozens of RTKs [58]. Some authors

believe that such oligomerization is necessary for the regu-

lation of signaling after ligand binding to the receptor [59].

The response to RTK activation is very specific and

determined by the position of phosphorylated tyrosine

residue and multiple amplification points ensuring coop-

erativity in the action of several GFs and cytokines, as

well as signal “interception” [56, 60]. The dependence of

the phosphorylation-related effects on the position of

phosphorylated tyrosine residue provides the pleotropic

character of signal transduction, i.e., the opportunity to

trigger different regulatory cascades from the same recep-

tor (Fig. 2b). Phosphorylation of tyrosine residue in the

receptor intracellular domain determines the binding of

specific signaling molecules and subsequent activation of

signaling pathways. Activated RTK can induce signaling

directly or by acting as an adaptor protein necessary for

the assembly of signaling complexes. Signaling via intra-

cellular kinase cascades reaches the nucleus, where it

activates transcription factors controlling gene expres-

sion, cell cycle, survival, and cell differentiation [61].

Long-term GF action is ensured by the possibility of

triggering multiple signaling events upon repeated ligand-

dependent assembly of the oligomeric RTK complex.

RTK endocytosis can decrease the cell sensitivity to GFs

and cytokines [62]; in this case, the aforementioned

amplification points that converge several pathways acti-

vated via different receptor types start to play a primary

role in signal transduction.

For instance, mitogen-activated protein kinase

(MAP kinase) ERK mediates signaling cascades down-

stream of EGFR, PDGFR, and FGFR [63]. Therefore,

downregulation of either of these receptors will not result

in the inhibition of cell proliferation regulated by the

ERK-dependent transcription factors Jun, Fos, and Myc.

Unlike hormones and neurotransmitters, GFs and

cytokines are highly specific regulators of cell program-

ming that affect cell decision to enter the cell cycle and

promote cell migration or differentiation during regener-

ation, i.e., regulate large-scale events in the context of tis-

sue structure. Hence, this justifies the “duplication” of

signaling cascades downstream of RTKs, as well as exis-

tence of amplification checkpoints converging cascades

from different GFs and cytokines. Cell differentiation,

survival, proliferation, and, most importantly, formation

of novel tissue structures should be protected from ran-

dom action of various factors; therefore, the onset of

these processes requires coordinated signaling from sever-

al receptors elicited by a combination of ligands. The

reception network organized by this principle acts as a fil-
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ter that dampens signaling “noise” of nonspecific or ran-

dom inputs [64].

Likewise, duplication of GF and cytokine functions

may play a similar role, which is a defense against tempo-

rary local conditions that can destroy molecules or alter

their affinity for the receptors [65]. For example, some

GFs (IGF, bFGF) may be protonated due to acidosis

accompanying severe hypoxia, which results in the loss of

their binding capacity [66]. However, other GFs

(VEGF165, TGF-β1) are resistant to acidosis and con-

tinue to function by stimulating fibroblast proliferation

and angiogenesis typical to the process of wound healing.

Another example is the loss of activity of hepatocyte

growth factor (HGF) that requires proteolytic conversion

of its precursor (pro-HGF) into the two-chain active iso-

form able to bind to the c-met receptor [67]. Kidney

injury is associated with the upregulated (several-fold)

expression of pro-HGF and decreased production of its

proteolytic activators (HGF-A, matriptase, urokinase,

etc.), which makes such response inefficient due to the

reduced HGF activation. In this case, an increased pro-

duction of IL-10, which also exhibits powerful anti-

inflammatory and anti-fibrotic activities in protection of

this vital organ, may compensate for the HGF shortage.

One more fact to illustrate the importance of GF

pleiotropy in the regulation of regenerative processes is

that during tissue recovery, VEGF and HGF act cooper-

atively on the proliferation and migration of endothelial

cells due to the augmented ERK1/2 phosphorylation [68]

but exert the opposite effects on the activation of tran-

scription factor NF-κB (VEGF activates, whereas HGF

suppresses it; see Fig. 3). NF-κB targets the downstream

chemokine MCP-1 that efficiently recruits monocytes

(key participants in the angio- and arteriogenesis in the

heart). Therefore, despite the cooperative action of

VEGF and HGF on proliferation of endothelial cells,

these factors exert the opposite effects on the monocyte

invasion, which promotes stabilization of de novo formed

blood vessels in the tissue [69].

The role of growth factors and cytokines in cell–cell

communication, development, and regeneration. What are

unique features of GFs and cytokines and why are the

mechanisms of their reception so crucial for understand-

ing the regulation of regeneration? The RTK system had

emerged late in the evolution and has been long believed to

be unique to multicellular organisms. It is believed that

since the divergence between unicellular eukaryotes and

ancient multicellular organisms 1.5 billion years ago, the

emergence of RTK was the key step in transition to the

multicellular body structure associated with a higher level

of organization, i.e., cell–cell communication and organ-

ization of cells into tissues and organs [70]. An ordered

system of cell-cellular interactions distinguishes organisms

with obligate multicellular structure from colonies of uni-

cellular organisms that assemble as temporary communi-

ties. In the absence of partners, each of individual organ-

isms outside the colony relies on its own systems that sense

external inputs and maintain body shape by regular dupli-

cation, which is impossible in a multicellular organism.

RTKs were found in free-living unicellular and colo-

nial flagellate protozoa Choanoflagellatea, that represent

a link between unicellular and multicellular organisms

[71]. In 2001, Kind and Carroll demonstrated for the first

time that Monosiga brevicollis expresses the MBRTK1

membrane protein with tyrosine kinase activity [72].

Next, it was found that the first RTKs emerged in M. bre-

vicollis ~600 million years ago in remarkably high num-

bers. Monosiga brevicollis contains 128 (!) RTK genes,

which reflects the primordial abundance that has

emerged during adaptation, although its driving force

remains unknown [73, 74].

The communication system involving GFs,

cytokines, and RTKs is crucial for all stages requiring

cell–cell interactions, ranging from the development to

postnatal renewal and regeneration. IGF, TGF-β1, TGF-

β3, HGF, PDGF-A, PDGF-B, and diverse RTKs

accounting for the cell sensitivity to the above GFs, play

an important role that starts already in early embryogen-

esis [75]. The repertoire of expressed GFs forms a net-

work of interconnections between its components, thus

determining the fate of each of them, as well as the course

of organism development [56, 76]. For instance, all four

blastomeres produced by zygote cleavage are profoundly

different, although they have the same indistinguishable

spherical shape. Each blastomere possesses unique fea-

tures, as well as a set of GFs and cytokines acting in the

auto- and paracrine manner in a tiny, but already non-

homogenous system. Removal of cells from 4- and 8-cell

mammalian embryos demonstrated that single blas-

tomeres differ in the expression of β-catenin that plays an

important role in canonical Wnt signaling pathway and

regulates the differentiation state of SCs [77, 78]. Further

stages of embryogenesis are characterized by an extended

repertoire of generated GFs and sensitivity to them. This

results in the cell lineage specialization that depends on

the migration and differentiation of primitive pluripotent

and then multipotent SCs [79].

From the perspective of tissue organization, regener-

ation is also characterized by cell division, specialization,

and increased structural complexity controlled by GFs

and cytokines. After injury, a temporary structure mainly

containing blood clot (cells, extracellular matrix compo-

nents, GFs, and cytokines) usually forms at the site of tis-

sue damage [80]. Depending on the type, this structure

may be represented by vascularized nonspecialized granu-

lation tissue or blastema consisting of dedifferentiated

somatic cells. Later, to provide a full-fledged regeneration,

this agglomerate should be able to create the conditions

for differentiation, proper tissue organization, and cell

functioning, i.e., structural complexity [27]. Quite often

this process complies with the principles similar to those

acting during embryogenesis of the affected body part [81].
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Progression through stages and timely switching of

stimuli are necessary for tissue regeneration. All phases of

reparative regeneration – from post-injury hemostasis to

regeneration or fibrosis – are characterized by the activi-

ty of specialized cell types possessing unique regulatory

pathways that rely on a set of specific stimulatory and

inhibitory cues [41, 82].

The very early stages (thrombogenesis and inflam-

mation) are highly conserved in vertebrates and vitally

important for the host survival and fight against infections

entering the site of injury. Apart from hemostasis, platelet

activation is accompanied by their degranulation and

release of chemokines (IL-8, IL-6, IFN-γ, etc.) that

recruit neutrophils to the site of injury. This protective

function is accomplished via release of toxic molecules

and production of free radicals destroying microbes at the

site of damage. Massive neutrophil death results in wound

decontamination and creates a new gradient of cytokines

(MCP-1, MIP-1, TNF-α) that attract monocytes and

trigger their differentiation to macrophages. Phagocyting

macrophages engulf cell debris formed by dead neu-

trophils and actively produce cytokines and GFs (IL-6,

SDF-1α, FGF, PDGF, VEGF) that recruit to the wound

site the key players of further events – MSCs, fibroblasts,

and myofibroblasts [21, 41]. The same GFs stimulate cell

proliferation and differentiation, as well as cell organiza-

tion in an ordered structure necessary for regeneration. It

is evident that already at the first stages, each cell type

activated by specific cues possess unique functions and

creates a repertoire of stimuli necessary for triggering and

regulation of the downstream stages [83].

A good example of strictly GF-controlled regulation

of developmental stages is sprouting of ectopic limbs or

tail in the axolotl. Both regenerative processes require the

Fig. 3. Activation of VEGFR and c-met receptors promotes mitogenic signaling but exerts the opposite effects on cell differentiation and sur-

vival. Cell proliferation and migration are activated cell due to cooperative effect of RAF kinase phosphorylation and activation of ERK1/2

signaling. The opposite effects of VEGFR2 and c-met signaling on differentiation, production of pro-inflammatory proteins, and cell survival

also depend on the activation of signaling cascades regulating transcription factors and signaling complexes affecting gene expression. Hence,

RTK signaling may both promote and downregulate the same GF-induced cellular events. AKT, protein kinase B (AKT kinase); mTOR,

mammalian target of rapamycin; IκBα, nuclear factor of kappa light polypeptide gene enhancer in B-cells inhibitor, alpha; IKK, IκB kinase;

GAB1, GRB2 associated binding protein 1.

Proteolysis

Migration

Proliferation

Controlled differentiation

Cell survival

Chemokine production
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switching between the stimuli and cooperative action of

bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) and FGF [84]. It

was found that neither FGF2 nor FGF8 or a combination

of BMP2 and BMP7 were sufficient to induce limb regen-

eration [85]. Each of these cytokines alone induced the

emergence of temporary structures on the wound surface

that resembled blastema (a group of dedifferentiated cells

giving rise to a new limb). Only a cooperative action of

these biological cues acting in a certain order (mainly

coinciding with switches in the gene expression during

embryogenesis) [68] ensured the growth of the extra body

part [86].

Yu et al. [87] recently demonstrated that BMP2 and

BMP9 acting sequentially could induce regeneration of

amputated distal phalangeal element in mammals (mice),

which is undoubtedly a remarkable achievement. However,

it should be noted that the basic principle of regeneration

that implies sequential formation and structural complexi-

ty has not changed; regeneration will always require some

cues acting in a certain sequence. The departure from this

principle can explain the absence of efficacy of SC-activat-

ing molecules in clinical trials. Thus, very modest results

were obtained for GFs (VEGF, bFGF, HGF, PDGF, etc.)

and colony-stimulating factors (CSFs), despite the search

for proper medical application of these factors – from

treating burn wounds to type I diabetes mellitus [88].

Therefore, regeneration is not a function of a single

cell or an effect caused by individual molecules on the

processes taking place in this cell. Instead, it relies on

sequential activation and regulation of diverse cell types

involved in the structure recovery. This is why stimulation

of regeneration should be based on the reproduction of

stages of this process with consideration of the events

occurring during organogenesis or tissue recovery rather

than on the activity of ligands and relevant receptors

involved in regeneration.

THE METHODOLOGY OF REGENERATIVE

MEDICINE FROM THE VIEWPOINT

OF RENEWAL AND REGENERATION

REGULATION

Gene therapy in regenerative medicine. Gene therapy

(GT) is a group of methods aimed at modifying gene

sequence or governing gene expression, as well as affect-

ing the biological properties of live cells to be used for

therapeutic applications. The concept of gene as a thera-

peutic target has been proposed long before – numerous

low-molecular-weight agents and hormones can act on

DNA molecules directly or indirectly, thereby affecting

cell metabolism and viability. However, the idea of gene as

an active principle of the therapy was proposed in early

1970s, giving rise to a new research field [89].

From the viewpoint of regeneration regulation, GT

has allowed to solve the problem of the long-term expres-

sion of GFs and cytokines for the activation of formation

of new structures, which normally takes a long time (days

to even weeks). The long-lasting effect of these proteins

could not be achieved by their local injection into tissues,

as their half-life after local or systemic administration is

extremely low due to proteolytic degradation and large

distribution volume. Because of these factors, the con-

centration of GFs and cytokines rapidly declines below

the receptor binding threshold, thereby preventing specif-

ic effects of these compounds on the target cells. GT has

allowed to transform some organ-resident cells into pro-

ducer cells manufacturing proteins that can activate SCs

and trigger their proliferation and migration [90].

Plasmid and viral vectors were used to deliver GF genes

(VEGF, HGF, angiopoietin 1, PDGF, etc.) to regulate

tissue regeneration and its components, such as nerve and

blood vessel growth, endothelial cell migration, anti-

fibrotic effect, etc. [69, 91-94].

GT involving a single GF gene (VEGF, HGF, FGF,

etc.) was found to be low efficient in the stimulation of

regenerative processes in clinical trials [92]. The biologi-

cal action of a single GF or cytokine induced the growth

of some structures (blood vessels, axons), but were insuf-

ficient for the tissue formation, which required a cascade

of sequentially switched signals. The clinical efficacy of

this approach might be improved by using the combina-

tion GT with several GFs potentiating each other. For

instance, VEGF165 and angiopoietin 1 represents one of

such combinations, where VEGF165 acts as angiogenesis

inducer and angiopoietin 1 acts as a chemokine recruiting

pericytes and smooth muscle cells. VEGF165 triggered

active capillarogenesis, but many de novo generated ves-

sels displayed increased permeability or degraded rapidly.

Angiopoietin 1 per se exhibited modest angiogenic poten-

tial but played a role of vascular stabilizer when used

together with VEGF165 and reduced the side effects of

VEGF monotherapy. Moreover, the VEGF165/angiopoi-

etin 1 combination markedly augmented vascularization

in the regenerating tissue compared to monotherapy with

either of them [95]. However, GT has a limited potential

in triggering the full-fledged tissue or organ regeneration

[90, 92, 96].

It should be noted that monogene therapy was found

to be efficient for the treatment of inherited disorders.

The delivery of the wild-type gene variant illustrates the

etiotropic GT aimed at eliminating the cause of the dis-

ease that cannot be eliminated by any other method.

Because of this, scientists are getting closer to curing

some inherited immunodeficiencies, enzymopathies, and

hemophilia A [97-99].

Stimulation of regenerative processes by the SC

secretome. Cell therapy has been long considered as an

approach for developing a “stem cell-based remedy”, and

over the last years, MSCs derived from various sources

have been actively used for this purpose. As an easy-to-

use object and a source of material for cell therapy, MSCs
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have been long believed to be one of the promising and

safe tools for cell therapy, which has been confirmed by

the data on beneficial effects of MSC application.

However, in early 2000s, the studies indicating the lack of

MSC integration after introduction into tissues began to

emerge more often [100]. With some disappointment,

some of these studies reported that MSCs were unable to

integrate into the host tissue and their effects were related

to the activity of their secretome [100].

Proteomics examination of MSC secretome (includ-

ing our study [101]) has demonstrated that it contained a

great amount of peptide and protein components, many

of which were identified as GFs, metabolic regulators,

extracellular matrix components, etc. (Fig. 4) [102, 103].

Altogether, it is a complex of stimuli, which cannot be

reproduced by pharmacological agents or GT methods.

These data illustrated the biological role of MSCs as reg-

ulatory cells that exhibit a baseline secretory activity to

ensure tissue homeostasis; however, their secretory activ-

ity can be activated upon injury in order to support regen-

eration. This concept is supported by the perivascular

location of MSCs, which provides their simultaneous

exposure to systemic (glucose, oxygen, insulin, blood

hormones) and local tissue-derived cues, i.e., ensures that

the cells can sense diverse stimuli produced both system-

ically and in situ [102, 103]. The MSC secretome was

found to be a very promising tool for generating regener-

ative drugs that could meet the key requirements for the

regeneration regulation. A combined action of GFs

results in the activation of signaling at the amplification

checkpoints (molecules common for different signaling

pathways) by reproducing a network of cooperative cell

regulation via a sum of stimuli rather than by individual

molecules.

This has provided the basis for developing regenera-

tive drugs containing MSC-produced proteins intended

for the stimulation of tissue recovery. Our in vivo studies

showed that the MSC secretome displayed a potent

antiangiogenic and neurotrophic activity by stimulating

the healing of burn wounds and restoring spermatogene-

sis [101, 104].

One of the drugs is Thero-101 (previously called

NeuroFX), an infusion preparation containing purified

human MSC-secreted proteins intended for the treat-

ment of consequences of post-ischemic stroke. Currently,

the pharmaceutical company manufacturing this prepa-

ration is starting the first clinical trial for assessing its effi-

cacy.

It should be also mentioned that numerous pharma-

cological effects of the MSC secretome are associated not

only with proteins and peptides, but also with extracellu-

lar vesicles, such as microvesicles and exosomes [105].

For a long time, extracellular vesicles had been consid-

ered as the products of removal of obsolete organelles and

misfolded proteins from the cells. However, it can be now

stated with certainty that extracellular vesicles serve as

means of cell–cell communication. Moreover, because

these vesicles contain nucleic acids (mRNAs,

Regulation

of angiogenesis
IL-6, -8; VEGF;

angiopoietin-like proteins 2

and 4; inhibin A;

midkine; thrombospondin-1,

-2; MMP-2, -9; TIMP-1, -2;

PAI-1, -2; UPAR; periostin 

Regulation

of immune response
CCL2; CXCL-3, -5, -10;

G-CSF; IL-6, -8; M-CSF; MIF;

progranulin; galectin-1, -3

Regulation

of axon growth
astrocyte-derived neurotrophic

factor; T-cadherin; neuropilin-1;

semaphorin-7A; dystroglycan

Regulation

of insulin sensitivity
IGFBP-3, -4, -5, -6, -7;

pigment epithelium-

derived factor

Extracellular matrix
CTGF; argin; biglycan; decorin;

collagens; laminins; lysyl oxidase;

lumican; nidogen-1, -2; testican;

fibrillin-1, -2, -3; fibronectin;

fibulin-1, -2, -5

Fig. 4. Human MSC secretome and its major functional molecular groups. MMP, matrix metalloproteinase; TIMP, tissue inhibitors of me-

talloproteinases; PAI, plasminogen activator inhibitor; UPAR, urokinase plasminogen activator surface receptor; CCL2, C-C motif

chemokine ligand 2; CXCL, chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand; G-CSF, granulocyte-colony stimulating factor; M-CSF, macrophage colony-

stimulating factor; IGFBP, insulin-like growth factor-binding protein.
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microRNAs, etc.), they may be also involved in the hori-

zontal transfer of genetic information in human body,

including during stimulated cell differentiation and trans-

differentiation [106].

Therefore, from the viewpoint of regeneration,

introduced MSCs are indeed unable to integrate into the

host tissues; however, they can influence most of the of

post-injury recovery phases via their secretory activity

[104].

MSCs introduced into the injured tissues can sense

the microenvironment. For instance, MSCs can specifi-

cally modify their secretome in response to hypoxia or high

concentrations of pro-inflammatory cytokines (e.g., IL-8

and TNF-α), thus displaying the adaptive properties [107,

108]. They can also accelerate the relief of inflammation in

the acute and peracute phases and promote the growth of

capillaries and nerve endings necessary for the regenera-

tion and tissue recovery at the later stage. It should be

noted that under the influence of tissue environment,

MSCs may adopt the myofibroblast phenotype to enhance

fibrosis and scarring at the site of injury [109, 110].

Hence, the secretory activity of MSCs may be used

for creating the secretome-based preparations. However,

such preparations would represent a cocktail of released

factors and, therefore, cannot be used for reproducing the

sequential process of regeneration, the importance of

which has been discussed above. MSCs introduced into

the tissues are able to adaptively change their secretory

activity depending on the environment. However, some

data suggest MSC participation in fibrogenesis in injured

organs. Both these pathways have their own prospects and

will probably find application in the future. At present,

the state of MSCs and other types of cells can be regulat-

ed in vitro. The secretome composition may be efficiently

changed by mimicking shear stress, exposure to activating

molecules, or hypoxia, which can be used for obtaining

cell-free preparations of various modalities for the treat-

ment of a wide range of human disorders.

Tissue-specific SCs and their niche as therapeutic

targets. Tissue-specific SCs have been long believed to be

very promising agents for regenerative medicine. They are

found in all human parenchymal organs, lungs, skin,

intestinal crypts, etc. These postnatal SCs exist as a limit-

ed population of undifferentiated cells retained during

embryogenesis and involved in tissue renewal and regen-

eration [111].

However, it has been repeatedly found that tissue-

derived SCs are unable to give rise to tissues or to form

their fully functional equivalents. In some cases, the

problem was partially solved by tissue engineering or use

of molecular scaffolds (synthetic matrix or decellularized

organs) [112]. Moreover, some tissue-specific SCs cannot

be induced ex vivo even at the early stages of organogene-

sis. For instance, skeletal muscle satellite cells can be

activated in vitro to express transcription factors responsi-

ble for mitogenesis and assembly of myofibril-like struc-

tures [113]. However, it is impossible to induce their reg-

ulated contractile activity for further integration into the

tissues [114].

These are two possible explanations to these facts:

(i) by losing the contact with their environment, SCs also

lose the ability for differentiation; (ii) after reaching the

committed precursor stage, SCs undergoing differentia-

tion require full-featured environment to mature into ter-

minally differentiated state and to integrate into the tissue

both morphologically and functionally [21, 22].

Hence, we can conclude that the functional unit in

regeneration is a combination of SCs and their specific

regulatory environment rather than SCs per se and their

intrinsic properties. According to the modern concept,

this environment, named the niche, senses the activating

cues and determines the fate of SCs at the early stages of

differentiation [115]. The anatomy of various types of

niches and their regulation have been discussed in numer-

ous comprehensive reviews; here, we would only like to

mention that along with SCs, the niche also contains sol-

uble factors, extracellular matrix components, and sup-

porting cells. Being the supporting cells, MSCs are

involved in both maintaining SCs in the quiescent state

and their activation. MSCs also contribute to the comple-

tion of regeneration at stage of formation of tissue-specif-

ic extracellular matrix, as well as vascular and neural

components [116].

Coming back to the topic of this review, we believe

that elucidation of the mechanisms behind the SC niche

functioning and development of approaches for its con-

trolled activation or post-injury recovery will become a

priority in the future regenerative medicine. It is possible

that such approaches will be based on sequential switch-

ing from the factors and stimuli activating SCs to those

maintaining SC maturation during regeneration (i.e., on

regulatory principles described in the first section of this

review).

Therefore, it will be possible to omit the ex vivo cul-

turing of SCs, which poses a risk of microbial contamina-

tion, chromosomal aberrations, and genetic rearrange-

ments resulting in the loss of SC regenerative properties

shaped by niche. Undoubtfully, in some cases, SCs and

surrounding cells initially possess low regenerative poten-

tial; the SC pool becomes exhausted upon aging, and the

physiological functions of SC are adversely affected by

metabolic and cardiovascular diseases [117]. In this case,

we have to achieve deeper understanding of the processes

occurring in the SC niche, as well as the how the adverse

factors might affect it. As a result, this will help in creat-

ing a foundation for regulating the SC niche and allow to

develop new approaches for blocking or suppressing the

formation of pathological niches, e.g., cancer SC niches

[118].

“Small molecules” in regenerative medicine. Here, we

have approached an important direction in the regenera-

tive medicine – regulated tissue renewal and regeneration
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in situ. In this context, we have to mention “small mole-

cules”, e.g., specific inhibitors targeting proteins and reg-

ulatory pathways controlling the state of SCs. The FX-

322 drug representing a combination of two low-molecu-

lar-weight inhibitors is now entering the clinical trial

stage in the USA. In this drug, inhibitor 1 targets glycogen

synthase kinase 3 (GSK3); inhibition of GSK3 results in

the activation of Wnt signaling (key regulatory pathway

for many progenitor cells). Inhibitor 2 blocks the activity

of histone deacetylase 1 (HDAC1), thereby decreasing its

twisting effects on the DNA molecules. The cumulative

effect of these two inhibitors is activation of Lgr5+ pro-

genitor cells (auditory hair cell precursors). These cells

are now often found to die in the early age due to broad

use of earphones and personal audio devices. In particu-

lar, FX-322 applied intratympanically in the middle ear

activates Lgr5+ progenitor cells resulting in the recovery

of auditory sensory epithelium and hearing. This inhibitor

cocktail may be also efficient in the intestinal crypt niche,

where epithelial regeneration also depends on the activi-

ty of Lgr5+ cells. Finally, Lgr5+ cells were found in the

hair follicle cells, suggesting that FX-322 can be used for

the treatment of different types of alopecia.

This example illustrates that a well-chosen combina-

tion of pharmacological inhibitors may be an efficient

inducer of regeneration via acting on tissue-specific SCs

and can allow to avoid the culturing of these cells ex vivo.

Coming back to the first section of the review, it should be

noted that in this case, the mechanism of drug action was

inhibition of molecular targets rather than their activa-

tion, as it happens for the MSC secretome or proteins

produced after the gene delivery to the tissue.

However, the strategy described above has certain

limitations, such as exhaustion of the pool of tissue-spe-

cific SCs, which may be prevented by activation of cell

proliferation via virus-mediated delivery of genes encod-

ing positive cell cycle regulators or regulatory RNAs caus-

ing limited dedifferentiation of mature cells followed by

their proliferation and subsequent redifferentiation.

Moreover, this approach may be combined with the above

strategy, as it was done in the experiments on the activa-

tion of proliferation of mature mouse cardiomyocytes

[119]. It was shown that intracardiac introduction of

genes for four cell cycle regulators [cyclin-dependent

kinase 1 (CDK1), CDK4, cyclin B1 (CCNB1), and

cyclin D1 (CCND1)] triggered cardiomyocyte prolifera-

tion. Moreover, the use of two low-molecular-weight

inhibitors suppressing the activity of TGF-β1 and kinase

Wee-1 allowed to achieve similar effect after introducing

CDK4 and CCND1 genes only.

Another promising approach is cell transdifferentia-

tion in situ via introduction of transcription factors or reg-

ulatory RNAs delivered by viral vectors or exosomes. For

example, fibroblasts were directly reprogrammed into

hepatocytes, cardiomyocytes, and dermal cells avoiding

the pluripotent stage [34, 35, 120].

Currently, the scientists have closely approached the

development of methods based on the combination of GT

and pharmacological regulation of differentiation, which

might be used to activate tissue renewal and regeneration

after injury.

The studies of regenerative processes, no matter how

difficult the subject of these studies seems to be, have

already provided the groundbreaking results. In the XXI

century, in less than 20 years, it has become possible to

achieve regeneration of heart and limb parts in mammals,

to unveil the patterns behind the loss of postnatal capaci-

ty for reparative regeneration, and finally, to discover ~20

new targets responsible for the postnatal functioning of

SCs. Extending the methodological base – from relevant

animal models to single-cell RNA sequencing – has pro-

vided unique opportunities in regenerative biology and

medicine.

In this review, we presented the regulatory systems

currently examined in regenerative medicine. This direc-

tion of studies has come to the point when the most

rational approach will convergence of regenerative medi-

cine with regenerative biology (from which it has bor-

rowed many terms and some methodology). Exploring

molecular mechanisms behind SC regulation has been a

leading direction in this field and provided numerous

promising technologies. However, the current task is

understanding of how post-injury cells in the postnatal

period can reproduce the processes of tissue organization

occurring in embryogenesis.

The fact that human body lacks evolutionarily devel-

oped blockade of regeneration, as all cell mechanisms

typical to animals capable of efficient recovery of body

parts may also occur in the post-injury tissues in Homo

sapiens, inspires some optimism in researchers. Apart

from proliferation of mature cells and SC differentiation,

dedifferentiation events also take place, including direct

conversion of one cell type into another after injury.

Hence, an important task of regenerative biology and

medicine for the next decade will be examination of

regenerating tissues as a maturing network of GF- and

cytokine-mediated cell–cell interactions (analogous to

that existing in embryogenesis). Although implementa-

tion of correct program for this process has long been

associated with activated resident SCs, currently growing

attention has been attracted to the niche providing specif-

ic regulatory environment of SCs. The results of such

studies have already found their practical application, as

the methods for triggering of ex vivo cell culture-free

regeneration (i.e., in situ) by using small molecules, GT,

and postnatal SC secretome have been developed. 

Undoubtedly, investigation of metabolic regulation

in regeneration and regulatory cascades providing signal

transduction and cell fate determination remains impor-

tant. Although we expect that in the nearest future, the

new targets will be identified using classical approaches of
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cell biology and biochemistry, expanding application of

gene engineering and bioinformatics methods will

markedly improve the efficiency of search for these tar-

gets and their rapid testing in relevant model objects.
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